Datasheet 910

GJD’s next generation release of its very successful Solitaire lighting controller range features individual zone timers, user recordable messages and much more. GJD’s advanced, feature rich DygiZone Controller provides intelligent security lighting control which enhances security, saves energy and minimises light pollution with features such as:

- Precise 24 hour control and monitoring of 4 zones of security lighting via a user-friendly control panel and modern LCD display
- Programmable functions that accurately control the activation, timing and duration of the lighting to minimise energy consumption and light pollution
- When the external GJD sensors are activated, the DygiZone indicates which Zone has been activated by either an audible beep or a 10 second pre-recordable voice message - and the Zone indicator is illuminated on the control panel
- 2 programmable timers for each zone allows the lighting to be automatically switched on & off at pre-set periods for a pre-set time - ideal for when a building or premises are unoccupied
- A system override can be made from up to 3 locations at any time
- The system can be expanded to enable up to 30,000 Watts of lighting to be controlled and switched as required.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Modern design
- Precise 24 hour control
- Modern LCD display
- Programmable functions
- 2 programmable timers for each
- System override can be made
- Energy efficient